DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURE SOLUTIONS
When your customers rely on you to house their valuable data, your cloud
storage solutions, servers, and technology need to be SAFE and SECURE.
Data security starts with having a secure location to house your hardware and your team. Keyser’s
Digital Infrastructure Solutions (DIS) Practice Group can help you find, build, or negotiate a deal to
find the best solution to exceed your security needs.

WHY
KEYSER?

WE ONLY REPRESENT TENANTS
• We can scale seamlessly throughout markets without having to juggle the internal
politics of competing firms within the same name brand
• We don’t face the bureaucracies of red tape that our large competitors face when
delivering multi market assignments, allowing us to focus solely on our clients
• Keyser is one of very few firms that offer digital infrastructure solutions with a
commitment at a fiduciary level to the client

Keyser can grow with
a client the same way
clients grow with the
cloud. Why?

WE HAVE PROVEN EXPERIENCE
• We collaborate with the largest cloud operators in the world; we know how they
operate and we understand their products and service offerings to find the right fit
• We have international experience in Canada and Mexico and we’re currently
expanding services into EMEA
• We’re the only multi market digital infrastructure practice group that can speak
multiple languages—fluent in Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese
WE ARE ALIGNED WITH OUR CLIENTS
• We are nimble, scalable, flexible, and strategically aligned with our clients
• We deliver seamless service, domestically or internationally, without any loss of
performance to those that we represent
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DATA SECURITY AFFECTS EACH
STAKEHOLDER IN DIFFERENT WAYS...
CEO

A data breach causes a decrease in
customer confidence, leading to a
diminished brand

APPROACH
We work with our clients’

CTO

A data breach can cause legal/
compliance issues due to lax security
and sold/stolen data

CFO

A data breach can cost an organization
millions of dollars in lost data, lost
customers, and loss of productivity

DIS by built and supported with IT industry veterans who have consistently
delivered these strategies through the creation of win-win customized IT solutions
for clients across three continents. The approach is simplified into three buckets:

technology and information
management teams to analyze
their digital real estate portfolios
and technology-related capital

ASSESSMENT

DIS looks at a company’s entire IT & data center footprint, understanding
both quantitative and qualitative aspects.

spending and develop strategies
to optimize resources, which
reduces time and capital without
comprising resiliency, reliability,
or scalability.

QUALIFICATION

Not all IT services and solutions appeal to every user. Is the proper solution
IAAS, SAAS, or CISO as a service. Should the new requirement be on
premises? Is the data latent sensitive which may merit a hybrid IT solution?
We drill deep to understand what each client needs and create multiple
paths to consider.

DELIVERY

DIS has built a network of specialists in house, while surrounding itself with
leading third-party partners who know the intricacies of a company’s IT
platform. Specialists in data compliance, cybersecurity, connectivity, and
implementation enable DIS to address the IT dilemma from multiple angles.
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WITH KEYSER, YOUR NEEDS
ARE ALWAYS PRIORITY
At Keyser, we value the client experience

We know a one-size-fits-all solution doesn’t

above all else. We analyze your situation

fit all data security strategies, which is why

and make sure that all actions, advice, and

we create custom commercial real estate

recommendations are in alignment with the

strategies that are unique to your cyber

client’s best interests.

security needs.

HERE’S AN EXAMPLE
OF HOW KEYSER
LOOKS OUT FOR YOU:

In the commercial real estate world, competitors
will often recommend that companies avoid cloud
storage. The hidden purpose behind this is, that
traditionally, brokers are paid commissions on the
size of the space that is leased/purchased, and
cloud storage relieves pressure for physical space.
Less physical space equates to less commission.
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